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Abstract
The Southeast geo-political zone of Nigeria covers the preent five states namely; Abia, Anambra,
Ebonyi, Enugu and Imo, generally refered to as Igboland. The predominant religion in Igboland is
Christianity being second only to the Igbo traditional beliefs and practices. However, Islam as a
religion also exists in Igboland as a minority religion. Attempt is therefore made in this paper to trace
the history of Islamic presence in Igboland, i.e. the Southeast geo-political zone of Nigeria. Islam, it
is discovered, was introduced to Igboland in the 19th century, and practiced largely among traders-
settlers, and Muslims of Ndigbo extractions. The study is a significant pointer to the “Unity in
diversity” of, and beteen the various religio-ethnic groupings in Nigeria.

Keywords: Spread of Islam, South East Geo-political zone of Nigeria, Muslim Minorities,
Agents of Islam.

Introduction
Evidences abound that Islam exists in Igboland. Many indigenous Igbo speaking people of

the south east geo-political zone of Nigeria believe in and practice Islam as a religion. However, not
much is known about Islam in Igboland since it exists as a minority religion. Attempt is made in this
paper, to examine the spread of Islam to the Igbo speaking people in the south-eastern Nigeria. Not
much has been written on Islam in Igboland. The few materials on Islam among the Ndigbo are
largely authored by non-Muslims particularly of the Catholic evangelism. As a result, the peaceful
diffusion of Islamic faith in Igboland is not known.
Islam in Igboland

The exact period of Islamic penetration to Igboland is not known. The agents of Islamisation
that are responsible for the introduction of Islam are also a matter of contention, because of absence
of empirical evidences from both oral and written sources. According to Doi the first part of Igboland
that witnessed the penetration of Islam is the “Nsukka division”, and even then, the exact date of
Islamic penetration is not dated by Doi, when Doi wrote: “Islamic influence in Iboland first began to
be felt in Nsuka division, the forth largest and northernmost administrative division of former eastern
Nigeria and Iboland, the last area of Iboland to be effectively conquered and occupied by the
British… Nsuka division encompasses important trade routes which have increased contacts between
Nsuka Ibos and other peoples to the north, east, and west. It was from these trade routes that Islam
began to penetrate through the traders. Doi also attributed the spread of Islam to the Nsukka Igbos to
the religious and cultural influences on Igboland through the activities of such traders as above, and
more particularly, to the Igala conquest of Nsukka between the 18th–19th centuries, and the subsequent
establishment of Igala occupational personnels in key village positions. It is worth noting, in the light
of the above, that Nsukka division shares a common boundary first, with the Igala speaking people of
the then Ankpa district in the present Kogi State that is largely Muslim populated and second, with
the Idoma speaking people of Otukpo district in the present Benue state that is largely Christian and
Pagan dominated.
Tijjani asserted that, the social and cultural interminglings between the Igala of Ankpa district and the
Nsukka Igbos, through trade, intermarriages, and other common boundary features, in addition to the
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factor of “conquest and occupational personnel” as stated by Doi, are likely responsible for the
introduction of Islam to Igboland. However, the 18th and 19th centuries suggested does not give exact
period of Islamic penetration into Igboland.

Writing on the spread of Islam in Nigeria, Apata, in his: ‘the Jihad in the south…”appears to
have no knowledge of the diffusion of Islamic faith to the region east of the Niger, i.e. south eastern
Nigeria, or Igboland. Akpata argued that “while the Jihadists made considerable progress in the
region west of the River Niger, they failed to make any headway in the region east of the Niger-
perhaps”, he continued, “the war like Tiv and Idoma blocked or foiled the Jihadists thrust in this
direction” Contrary to the above, Islam had penetrated the Tiv and Idoma lands peacefully without
the use of force. The Idoma, like the Igala speaking people, also share common boundary with the
Igbos in the South Eastern Nigeria. The factor of trade, and socio-cultural intermingling must have
been responsible for the introduction of Islamic influences from both the Idoma and Igala lands to
Igboland.

On the agents of the introduction of Islam from the northern parts of Nigeria to the South,
Umejesi opines thus: Muslim traders from the north traveling to such towns in the south as Ijebu-ode,
Ibadan, Lagos, Onitsha, Benin and Port-Harcourt took not only their products for sale but also their
religion.This adequately described the characteristics of Muslim traders from the North to the Eastern
part of Nigeria, where such traders carried their commodities, such as animals (goats, sheep and
cattle) tomatoes, onions, kola nuts and foodstuff (such as beans) among others for sale, while
maintaining their religious practices. This explains why, Tijjani discovered that, most of the Muslim
settlements and places of worship (mosques) in Igboland revolve around such market centres, and or
settler’s quarters.

Remarkable evidence that justifies the presence of Islam in Igboland is the Christian
missionary propaganda against Islam and Muslims of Ndigbo extraction in Igboland, since there
could be no “smoke without fire”. In this regard, Kenny says: “Islam also has many different
tendencies; the one that threatens us most is that of violent intolerance”. Rev. Fr. Nnorom’s paper was
aimed, according to him, “to analyse the danger posed by militant Islam in Igboland and suggest
counter measures that would assure Igbo survival”. However, while all the above gave no exact date
of Islamic penetration to Igboland, as well as its first or earliest converts, the Citizen Magazine of
October 25th 1993, Vol. 4, No. 40, traced the history of Islam in Igboland to the 17th century through
the activities of traders and merchants, and asserted that the earliest Igbo Muslims embraced Islam in
the early 1900. This assertion leads to two problems thus; the 17th century dated as the period of
Islamic penetration to Igboland is not supported with empirical evidences; and it is unusual for Islam
to penetrate a society for 200 years without gaining converts from the indigenous populace. However,
the widely accepted opinion on Islamic penetration to Igboland, according to Weekly Trust
Newspaper, is around 1874 when Onitsha central mosque was first constructed.

Tracing the emergence of Islam in Igboland, Muhammad Sa’id, had this to say: The first
areas that came into contact with the northern traders, according to Sa’id, were Nsukka and Owerri…
Therefore Islam began to spread from these two towns to other parts of Igboland.
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Oral Accounts
The lack of adequate information on the introduction of Islam in Igboland from documented

sources made it imperative for one to seek for such information from oral sources through the
interview technique. In Tijjani (2009), it was the candid opinion of the Chief Imam of Imo state that
Islam first came to Owerri after the First World War in 1914. And that the soldier returnees, among
whom were Muslims, from the port in Portharcourt, under the leadership of someone called Yahya,
settled at Owerri; the other group under a personality called Adamu settled at Okigwe, and the third
group settled at Calabar. The religious activities of these settlers led to the emergence of Muslims in
Igboland.

As in the case of Owerri, the Imam narrated further that the soldiers first settled in the place
where the present town hall of Owerri is situated called “Uyoama” quarters in the heart of the present
Owerri city; and that the habitual or regular calls to salatus-subhi congregational prayers at early
morning hours caused panic in the minds of his grand parents and the people in the environs; an act
they thought was a kind of madness. Consequently, the elders met and decided to relocate the said
Yahya and his ilk to the present Hausa quarters known as “Ama-Hausa”. This was how “Ama-Hausa”
was founded in Owerri, which provided a base for the Muslim settlers, both ex-servicemen and
traders in Igboland. My informant narrated further that his own father had much interest in the
activities of the said Yahaya and his group to whom he was initially attached. But due to parental
resentment, the young Malam Muhammad Bashir – Anozie Onyeagocha then could not formally
accept Islam. But with the “Ama-Hausa” quarters, which was and still a distance from Uyoama
quarters in Owerri, the Youngman joined the Muslims formally and became a Muslim. The Imam,
with pleasure and satisfaction on his face, affirmed that his father was the first Igbo Muslim to see or
visit the Hubbare of Shaykh Uthman bn Foduye in Sokoto.

Tijjani further narrated that, according to Shaikh Haruna Ajah, the leader of Afikpo Muslim
Youth Organization (AMYO) in a group interview in AMYO Mosque in Afikpo town, Islam first
reached Igboland around 1901, and that it reached Owerri in 1904 through the activities of Muslim
settlers among whom was one called Baba Sule. There are no details of the said Baba Sule among the
Muslims in Igboland at the time of this research. As for Afikpo and Anohia, the informant said, Islam
penetrated through the reknown Shaikh Ibrahim Nwaguyi in 1958. And that Islam spread from there
through Nwaguyi’s followers to Abriba; Igbene and Alayi in Bende Local Government Area, then to
Izuakoli, and Umuahia. And from these places Islamic presence were felt in Igboland.

Tracing the origin of Owerri town to Muslim Fulani hunter-settlers, Sa’id, in his work
narrated an oral account by one of his informants thus: “The resident Fulani hunters used to explain
on seeing a fellow Fulani hunter: “an ma a wari na?” meaning “so you too have come?”, hence the
name Owerri from the Fulfulde phrase “awari”, “you have come”. An informant; Adamu Mbata from
Ogbaku town, attributed the spread of Islam to Imo State to the Hausa-Fulani Muslim hunters. He
simply claimed that Owerri originated from the Fulani name “aweri”. Mbata also made some other
revelations, linking Islamic presence in Igboland to names of Islamic connotations such as, Abba
Gana – to Abagana (name of town in Anambra State), Abasa (Q80:1) to Asaba (capital city of Delta
state), Maharba (a hausa word for hunters) to Abraham and Arfa(t) to Bi-afra.

In Tijjani (2009), an informant; Dauda Abubakar Osuikpa, the Deputy Imam of Imo State,
and Chairman, Muslim Youth Council of Imo State, narrated in 2006 while partly quoting his father,
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the late Abubakar Osuikpa, that Islam reached Owerri in 1904 through the settled Hausa traders, and
that since the traders were largely concerned with trading, they made little or no conversions. And
that Islam was generally seen as the Hausa-man’s religion, as such, it was a taboo for an Igbo man to
embrace it. But over time, coupled with the acceptance of Islam by reknown Igbo personalities
including Igbo chiefs (Eze), many Igbos could now enter Islam freely.

It is interesting; to note that the word “Hausa” and “Hausaman’s religion” is used in Igboland
for anybody from the north that is a Muslim and practice Islam as a religion. Islam is refered to as
“Uka Awusa”, i.e. “Hausaman’s religion”. This is not only limited to Igboland, as the neighbouring
Idoma land in Benue State use the word of “Abakpa” for both Hausa and Muslim.

The Chief Imam of Abia State; Shaikh Ali Ukiwo, is of the opinion that Islam reached Abriba
in 1959, and then to other parts of Abia state. This corroborates with Shaikh Haruna Ajah’s account
of the spread of Islam to Afikpo in 1958 through the late Shaikh Ibrahim Nwaguyi, from where it
spread to other parts of Igboland – particularly the present Abia State.

The Commercial City of Anambra State and indeed the whole of South Eastern Nigeria,
Onitsha, had its Central Mosque first built, according to Weekly Trust, in 1874. The Mosque is said
to be the largest and oldest in that part of Nigeria. This indicates that Islam reached Onitsha earlier
than 1874, because the settlers and, or early Muslims in the area must have been fully settled before
undertaking such a gigantic project.

At Ibagwa town in the Nsukka division, Islamic penetration could hardly be traced to a
particular date due to lack of documentary sources. Available oral sources also suffer from lack of
accurate datings. Information gathered at Ibagwa-Aka town, indicates that Islamic presence in that
area predated, by many years, Christian Missionary activities in Igboland, particularly, in the Nsukka
division. For instance, the mosque of Ibagwa is relatively older than two hundred (200) years. An
informant, narrated that the mosque is older than 200 years. Interestingly, the Chief Imam of Ibagwa-
Aka, Alh. Abdulkarim Elemagu, an indigene of the town, who succeeded his father, also could not
tell or even speculate the age of the mosque. Elemagu narrated that his own father died in 1995, at a
good old age of over one hundred (100) years and noted that the mosque was not built by his fathers;
but likely by the grandfathers or so. Another informant, Alhaji Badaru Eze did not know when the
mosque was built as he simply said that “I was born in 1950, and met the mosque like this”. The
location of Ibagwa mosque, now the Nupe quarters, was the “old shrines’ home” in the pre-colonial
history of Igboland. The place, according to the Imam, was a bush, isolated, and feared by the
indigenes because it housed their gods, spirits, and ancestral gods. When the earliest Muslim settlers
sought for a piece of land to build their place of worship and settle, out of conjecture and dejection,
they were shown that land, thinking that the ancestral gods and spirits in the “shrines home” will
drive the Muslims out of Ibagwa. Alas! It was the Muslims and the Ibagwa mosque that drove the
shrines from there.

From these elaborations, it is succinctly clear that Islam exists in Igboland and indeed a
Muslim community in the minority, as opposed to the predominant population of indigenous
animists, or worshippers of idols as well as Christians. The exact date of Islamic penetration to
Igboland is not known, but Muslims and Islamic presence were felt in Igboland as far back as the
seventeenth century, or even earlier, particularly in the Nsukka division. Some indigenous Igbo
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Muslims embraced Islam before 1900. The lack of documentary evidences make it difficult for one to
be precise. However, large scale Islamic activities started in the late fifties with the return of Shaikh
Ibrahim Nwaguyi before it was punctuated by the civil war of 1967-1970.

The Agents of Islamisation in Igboland
The agents that were responsible for the diffusion of Islamic faith in Igboland are similar if

not the same with those that were responsible for the spread and diffusion of Islamic faith to Northern
Nigeria. All sources, both written and oral, tend to agree that trade and merchandise were largely
responsible for the introduction of Islam to Igboland. In addition, is the case of the Fulani and Kanuri
hunters, but since they were not settlers, their religious and social influence on the Ndigbo may not be
as relevant as the factor of traders and merchants. Then, the factor of settlers, among whom were
firstly, Muslim scholars – mostly of the Nupe stock, in addition to the Hausa, Fulani, Yoruba and
Igala among others who were Muslims through their religious (Islamic) practices that appeared alien
to the Igbo beliefs and practices. And secondly, the military cantonments and barracks where
Muslims among them established mosques and madrasas which were used by Muslims for Islamic
activities. In this category also belong the military returnees to Nigeria after the world wars as the
case of Owerri and subsequent emergence of ‘Ama-Hausa’ quarters as per already considered account
of the present chief Imam of Imo state; Alhaji Dauda Onyeagocha. The above, together with the
indigenous Igbo Muslim converts, were and are still the agents responsible for the introduction and
spread of Islam in Igboland.

It is worth noting however, that no particular individuals, from the class of traders or the
settlers, or a particular Muslim scholar could be identified as the first person or group of persons that
first introduced Islam to Igboland. The pointers to the hunters, or the military returnees from the
world wars as it relates to Owerri, is not a consensus either in the documentary or oral sources. The
case of the famous Adukwu family in the Nsukka division also does not indicate clearly that he
introduced Islam to Igboland since there were traces of Islam even in the then Nsukka division prior
to Colonialism and Christian missionary activities in Igboland; particularly in the Nsukka zone. What
makes this aspect of the study difficult as well is the fact that most of the early Muslim traders,
Muslim settlers, and Muslim scholars were migrants, moving from one place to the other as the
situations demanded. Their permanent imprints on the pages of history for record and research
purposes are therefore unattainable. In the case of the indigenous Muslims of Ndigbo extractions that
first embraced Islam, the chains relevant to discussing their roles in the introduction of Islamic faith
in Igboland are broken by uncompromising conventions. Shaikh Ibrahim Nwaguyi was undoubtedly,
one of the most prominent and influential Ndigbo Muslims in the history of Islam in the then Imo
state. After his stay and discovery of Islam at Kaulaha in Senegal through the Tijjaniyyah Sufi Shaikh,
Ibrahim Nyas, he made a triumphant return to his home base, Igboland. He returned to Afikpo and
established an Islamic education centre. But before his return, Islam already existed in Imo State-
Owerri. The Chief Imam of Imo State told me in an interview that his own father organized the Hausa
Muslim Community among others that escorted the returning Shaikh Ibrahim Nwaguyi to Afikpo.
Due to Nwaguyi’s prominence, he was appointed by the Imo State Government as Chairman of Imo
State Hotels Management Board. While in the Hotel for or after the Board’s meeting, he was found
‘dead’ in Imo State Hotels, Owerri the following day under mysterious circumstances in 1976.
Despite investigations, the Muslims waited in vain to hear the cause of the “sudden death” of the
indigenous Shaikh. A shock it was indeed for the Muslims, and a significant setback for Islamic
penetration to, and diffusion in Igboland. However, the Shaikh, unlike the Adukwus and Sulaiman
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Oyeama, left an indelible mark on Islamic activities in Igboland, i.e.the Afikpo Islamic centre – at
Anofia in Ebonyi State.

In addition, Doi made reference to the Igala occupational postsin the then Nsukka division as
one of the earliest agents of Islamisation in Igboland. However, no trace of any individual or group of
persons was, or could be identified as one of such “occupational personnels” relevant to the presence
of Isam in Igboland. Consequently, it is therefore difficult to analyse the earliest factors that were
responsible for the introduction of Islam in Igboland through such individuals or groups from the
Muslim traders, Muslim settlers, Muslim scholars, or Muslim occupational personnel of the Igala
stock from the then Ankpa district of the present Kogi state.

From these accounts, it is clear that Islam spread peacefully to Igboland. The peaceful
process of the diffusion of Islamic faith in Igboland is the slowest in comparison with other parts of
Nigeria. The traders were mainly in Igbolnd for the purpose of trading; the hunters for the purpose of
hunting; the military basis or barracks and the settlements or re-settlement camps for ex-servicemen
after the first and second world wars, and during the Nigerian civil war were necessitated by
conditions of the time that had no Islamic bearings. The various settlers of varying ethnic
backgrounds belong to different religions. The dissemination of Islam in Igboland was therefore, a
matter that was solely surrendered to fate or destiny. However, it was through the religious practices
of such settlers that Islam was introduced to Igboland. This is moreso, since there is no separation
between religious and secular life in Islam. The two are interwoven and can not be separated. This
has been the trend of Islamic movements throughout history, including Islam in Igboland.

Muslim-Minorities in Igboland
The phenomenon of Muslim minorities is as old as the history of Islam because, the question

of Muslim minorities, could be traced back to the prophetic era when some Muslims, due to
persecution migrated to Abysinia or Ethiopia. They were accepted by the Negus of Abysinia despite
the request of Makka aristocracy for their extradition. These Muslims, under the leadership of Ja’afar
bn Abu Talib, remained in Ethiopia as minority Muslims until they migrated again, this time, to
Madina, and joined the Prophet (S.A.W) and his companions. In another illustration, the overthrow of
Umayyad dynasty by the Abbasid was characterized by a general persecution of the Umayyad stock.
Consequently, they fled in search of security and asylum from wherever it was forthcoming. Some
members of Umayyad dynasty, fled to Cordova in Spain and established an Umayyad dynasty in the
midst of predominant non-Muslim culture. Although the dynasty flourished for a time, its fall and
subsequent elimination from the pages of modern history of Spain, was attributed by Tijjani to its
minority background.

The question of a working definition of Muslim minorities has been treated largely by
Yahaya in his article: “Genesis of Muslim minorities…” where he defined Muslim minorities thus:

Those who believe in Islamic principles and teachings irrespective of the extent to which they
know about these teachings, or the extent to which they are able to live according to them. This
definition could be applicable to Muslims in Igboland. And with reference to earlier definitions of
Muslim minorities by other scholars, Yahaya characterized the Muslim minority community as one
that is often subjected to differential treatment in the predominantly non-Muslim society in which it
exists. Yahaya opined that the genesis of the emergence of Muslim minorities could be attributed to
two broad factors. These are: The migration of some Muslims, particularly merchants, from Muslim
majority societies to non-Muslim societies, and the occupation of Muslim societies by non-Muslim
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powers and the subsequent expulsion of the Muslims on the one hand and on the other, the emigration
of non-Muslims into such societies.

In the light of the above, the emergence of Igbo Muslim minorities could be attributed partly
to the issue of migration, and partly to the issue of merchants and merchandise. This is due to a
combination of factors. While the factor of migration and merchants are relevant as they affect the
Hausa, Fulani, Nupe, Yoruba and other Muslim settlers in Igbo land; the one of persecution and
forceful occupation is only relevant to this study in the reverse order.

To this, Doi, recounts the Igala conquest of Nsukka between the 18th and 19th centuries, and
the subsequent establishment of Igala occupational personnel in key village positions; and argued that
these personnel were mostly Muslims from the then Ankpa division which was predominantly
Muslim under the leadership of Onu (Chief) Yakubu. The subsequent intermingling between the Igala
occupational forces and inter-marriages led to the emergence of Islam in the Nsukka division of Igbo
land.

In addition to the above, there is the factor of Igbo Muslim returnees – who, initially traveled
out on a sojourn to Muslim parts of the country or abroad, and in the process, became Muslims, and
according to citizen Magazine, later returned back home (to Igboland) with a new religion, Islam. The
da’wah activities of these groups partly led to the emergence of indigenous Igbo Muslim minorities in
Igbo land.

Minority status is a common characteristic of human societies and human settlements from
time immemorial to our present time, and the Muslim Ummah is not an exception. Minority indeed
were the Muslims at the beginning of the Prophet’s mission when Islam was at its embryonic stage at
Makkah. The first set of the Muslim migrants to Abbysinia stayed in the Ethiopian society as a
minority community. The Muslims at Madina, particularly after the second pledge or treaty of al-
aqabah were of the minority status. After the Hijrah of the Prophet (SAW) from Makkah to Madina,
the community he founded, comprising the Ansar and the Muhajirun, in comparison with the totality
of the inhabitants of the pre-Hijrah Yathrib, were a minority in numerical terms.

In defining Muslim minorities, Yahaya said that they are “those who believe in Islamic
principles and teachings irrespective of the extent to which they know about these teachings, or the
extent to which they are able to live according to them”. The above appears to be a description of a
large number of Muslims in Igboland. For instance, I met a number of young Muslims, who were
born Muslims but could not read the Qur’an or observe the religious practices such as prayers
correctly. But I met them fasting the Ramadan fast. However, this situation is not the same in all
areas. For instance, in my contact and discussions with a group of Muslims at the Islamic centre,
Anohia, almost all the people I met could read the Qur’an and observe their prayers correctly. This is
probably due to the presence and activities of the centre. At AMYO mosque, Afikpo as well as
Owerri Central Mosque, the adhan for prayers (call to prayer) were as perfect as any standard
Mu’adhin’s in the north if not better. But this is not the same with the majority of indigenous
Muslims of Ndigbo extractions.

Also writing on the genesis attributed to the emergence of Muslim minorities, Yahaya
attributed this to two main factors, thus:
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The migration of some Muslims, particularly merchants, from Muslim majority societies to
non-Muslim societies; and the occupation of Muslim societies by non-Muslim powers and the
subsequent expulsion of the Muslims on one hand and on the other, the emigration of non-Muslims
into such societies.

While the first factor, as above, clearly relates to Muslim settlements in Igboland, the second,
according to Yahya is first applicable to such cases like the Muslims in Singapore who were a
numerical majority before Chinese occupation and the subsequent emigration of large number of
Chinese to Singapore that made the Muslims to be a numerical minority today; and to such situations
like the current occupation of Muslim lands and countries by American forces in Afghanistan and
Iraq in particular, and subsequent establishment of their “occupational posts” in Muslim lands –
culminating to the emergence of non-Muslim minorities in Muslim countries.

In the light of the above, the genesis attributed to the emergence of Muslim-minority
community in Igboland are migrants through migration from Muslim areas to Igboland, traders and
trading factors, military establishents like barracks and security offices, and indigenous Muslims of
Ndigbo extractions.

Conclusion
It is worth noting here, that no force, or coercion or Jihad – so to say, was used to spread

Islam anytime in Igbo history. The alleged “forceful Islamisations, monetized conversions, violent
intolerance – that threatens Igbo survival”, are baseless attacks on Islam and Muslims in Igboland.
My field work which took me round some major towns in Igboland such as Enugu, Owerri, Umuahia,
Abakalike, Nsukka, Onitsha, Ibagwa, Enugu-Ezike  among others, indicates that Islamic influence in
Igboland is mostly felt around the mosques.   The denunciatory remarks on Islam and Muslims of
Ndigbo in Igboland by some writers in the light of the above, are mere insinuations. For instance,
Kenny thought that Islam threatens the Igbo’s existence through its “violent intolerance”; while
Nnorom wrote about the “danger posed by militant Islam in Igboland and refers to Islamic legal
system as “barbaric” and claimed that Igboland is “contaminated by Islam”. On the contrary, Islam
and Muslims in Alalgbo had been, and are still “insignificant minorities”, that live under violent
intolerance and militant Christian evangelism in Igboland. From the foregoing, Islamic penetration to
and diffusion in Igboland has been traced. The agents responsible for Islamic penetration and spread
in Igboland as well as genesis for the emergence of Muslim minorities were discussed. It is clear from
the above that the introduction and spread of Islam in Igboland was through peaceful means. And like
the Ndigbo, who are largely Christians, through commerce and economic activities settled in the
predominant Muslim communities in Nigeria as minorities, so also the Muslim-minority communities
in Igboland. This is the spirit of unity in diversity in the Nigerian experience.

Recommendations
It is recommended in the light of this paper that peace and peaceful co-existence between the

various religions faithfuls in Nigeria should be fostered. Social interminglings between various ethnic
groups and tribes in Nigeria should equally be encouraged and safeguarded. People of different
religions should be allowed to practice their religion freely in all parts of Nigeria according to the
dictates of the constitution.
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